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High Energy Physics Institute of  I. Javakhishvili
Tbilisi State University

• PProf
HEPI TSU was founded at 1979 as

research institute in Particle Physics (theory
and experiment) at Tbilisi State University. First
Director of institute was Prof. Nodar Amaglobeli
(1979-1996)

Up to 1990 the research activities of
institute both in theory and experiment were
connected to Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research (JINR, Dubna, Russia). Scientists
from HEPI TSU participated in many
international collaborations of JINR (2 m
Propane Bubble Chamber Collaboration, 1m
and 2m Hydrogen Bubble Chamber
Collaboration, SKM-200, GIBS, HYPERON,
BIS, BIS2, EXCHARM, PROSA and etc).

From 90’s of 20-th century HEPI TSU
participates in the experiments at CERN
(ATLAS), Julich Research Center (Germany)
(ANKE) and JINR

Prof. 
Nodar Amaglobeli
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The Large Hadron Collider Project:
A dream becoming reality…



Lake of GenevaLake of Geneva

Large Large HadronHadron ColliderColliderLarge Large HadronHadron ColliderCollider

CMSCMS

ATLASATLAS

LHCbLHCb

ALICEALICE

Collider is a 27 km long collider 
ring housed in a tunnel about 100 
m underground near Geneva

ATLAS
2900 Physicists

172 Institutions
37 countries

550 MCHF

LHCb
700 Physicists
52 Institutions
15 countries
75 MCHF

ALICE
1000 Physicists

105 Institutions
30 countries

150 MCHF

CMS
2900 Physicists

184 Institutions
38 countries

550 MCHF



Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
European Organization for Nuclear Research

Quantity                                             Number

Circumference
Dipole operating temperature
Number of magnets
Number of dipoles
Number of quadrupoles
Number of RF cavities
Nominal energy, protons
Nominal energy, ions
Peak magnetic dipole field
Min. distance between bunches
Design luminosity
No. of bunches per proton beam
No. of protons per bunch
Number of turns per second
Number of collisions per second

26 659m
1.9K (-271.30C)

9300
1232
858

8 per beam
7 TeV

2.76 TeV/u
8.33 T
7 m

1034cm-2s-1

2808
1.1 x 1011

11 245
600 million

10 September 2008: LHC inauguration day

First (single) beams circulating in the 
machine

Five CERN DGs, from conception to realization:
SchopperSchopper, Rubbia, Llewellyn Smith, , Rubbia, Llewellyn Smith, MaianiMaiani, , AymarAymar
(from right to left)(from right to left)



 very powerful detectors needed



“Well known”  
processes, don’t need to 
keep all of them …

New Physics
This we want to 
keep!

Cross Sections and Production Rates



ATLAS Collaboration
(Status October 2009)

37  Countries
172  Institutions
2900  Scientific participants     
total
(1050  Students)

Albany, Alberta, NIKHEF Amsterdam, Ankara, LAPP Annecy, Argonne NL, Arizona, UT Arlington, Athens, NTU Athens, Baku, 
IFAE Barcelona, Belgrade, Bergen, Berkeley LBL and UC, HU Berlin, Bern, Birmingham, UAN Bogota, Bologna, Bonn, Boston, 
Brandeis, Brasil Cluster, Bratislava/SAS Kosice, Brookhaven NL, Buenos Aires, Bucharest, Cambridge, Carleton, CERN, Chinese 
Cluster, Chicago, Chile, Clermont-Ferrand, Columbia, NBI Copenhagen, Cosenza, AGH UST Cracow, IFJ PAN Cracow, SMU Dallas, 
UT Dallas, DESY, Dortmund, TU Dresden, JINR Dubna, Duke, Edinburgh, Frascati, Freiburg, Geneva, Genoa, Giessen, Glasgow, 
Göttingen, LPSC Grenoble, Technion Haifa, Hampton, Harvard, Heidelberg, Hiroshima IT, Indiana, Innsbruck, Iowa SU, Iowa, UC 
Irvine, Istanbul Bogazici, KEK, Kobe, Kyoto, Kyoto UE, Lancaster, UN La Plata, Lecce, Lisbon LIP, Liverpool, Ljubljana, QMW 
London, RHBNC London, UC London, Lund, UA Madrid, Mainz, Manchester, CPPM Marseille, Massachusetts, MIT, Melbourne, 
Michigan, Michigan SU, Milano, Minsk NAS, Minsk NCPHEP, Montreal, McGill Montreal, RUPHE Morocco, FIAN Moscow, ITEP 
Moscow, MEPhI Moscow, MSU Moscow, Munich LMU, MPI Munich, Nagasaki IAS, Nagoya, Naples, New Mexico, New York, 
Nijmegen, BINP Novosibirsk, Ohio SU, Okayama, Oklahoma, Oklahoma SU, Olomouc, Oregon, LAL Orsay, Osaka, Oslo, Oxford, 
Paris VI and VII, Pavia, Pennsylvania, Pisa, Pittsburgh, CAS Prague, CU Prague, TU Prague, IHEP Protvino, Regina, Rome I, Rome 
II, Rome III, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, DAPNIA Saclay, Santa Cruz UC, Sheffield, Shinshu, Siegen, Simon Fraser Burnaby,
SLAC, NPI Petersburg, Stockholm, KTH Stockholm, Stony Brook, Sydney, Sussex, AS Taipei, Tbilisi, Tel Aviv, Thessaloniki, Tokyo 
ICEPP, Tokyo MU, Tokyo Tech, Toronto, TRIUMF, Tsukuba, Tufts, Udine/ICTP, Uppsala, UI Urbana, Valencia, UBC Vancouver, 
Victoria, Waseda, Washington, Weizmann Rehovot, FH Wiener Neustadt, Wisconsin, Wuppertal, Würzburg, Yale, Yerevan

The joint team from the High Energy 
Physics Institute of  TSU and

E. Andronikashvili Institute of  Physics
has been a long-time  (from 1994)

highly appreciated ATLAS member 



ATLAS superimposed to
the 5 floors of building 40

ATLAS Detector
45 m

24 m

7000 Tonnes

The detector is a cylinder with a 
total length of 45 m and a 
radius of 12 m and weights 
apptoximately 7000 tonnes.



A historical moment:
Closure of the LHC beam pipe ring
on 16th June 2008 (the last piece was 
the one shown here in ATLAS side A



The ATLAS Detector

The  ATLAS detector consists of the following 
major components:

The Inner Tracker which measures the 
momentum of each charged particle (Pixel 
detector, SiliconSemiconducter tracker, 
Transition radiation tracker ). Coverage |η|< 
2.5

The calorimeter which measures the 
energies carried by the particles

a) Electromagnetic calorimeter ( barrel part 
and two end-caps), up to |η|< 3.2.

b) Hadronic calorimeters (Tile calorimeter-
one barrel, two extended barrels,  Liquid-
Argon hadronic end-cap calorimeters, Liquid-
argon forward calorimeter), up to |η|< 4.9.

Muon Specrometer which identifies and 
measures muons (Monitored drift tube 
chambers, Cathode strip chambers, Resistive 
plate chambers, Thin gap chambers ), 
Coverage |η| < 2.7

The Magnet system that bends charged 
particles for momentum measurement (the 
central ATLAS colenoid and Air-core toroid
system)

Trigger Data-Acquisition system (TDAQ)

GOALS :

For |η|< 2.5 (precision region):

Lepton E, p scale: < 0.1 % precision

Jet energy scale: 1% precision

b-tagging: b 60%, ruds 100,  rc10



The basic design considerations for ATLAS can 
be summarized as

Very good electromagnetic calorimetry for electron and photon 
identification and measurements, complemented by hermetic jet and 
missing ET calorimetry

Efficient tracking at high luminosity for lepton momentum 
measurements, for b-quark tagging and for enhanced e and 
identification, as well as,  and heavy- flavor vertexing and reconstruction 
capability of some B decay final states at lower luminosity

Stand-alone, precision, muon-momentum measurements up to highest 
luminosity, and very low-PT trigger capability at lower luminosity

In order to maximize the physics reach and to optimize the exploitation of 
the LHC it is also important to achieve

Large acceptance in  coverage
Triggering and measurements of particles at low PT thresholds



An important goals of ATLAS experiment are the searches 
for:

Higgs Bosons

Supersymmetric Particles

Compositeness of the fermions

The investigations of CP-violation in B- decays

Detailed studies of the top quark

Search and discovery of Extra Dimensions (ADD Theory)

Black Holes

ATLAS Physics Program



Georgian Joint Group “Tbilisi” in ATLAS

Team Leader prof. J.Khubua

G.Arabidze (Athens University/TSU)
L.Chikovani (Institute of Physics-IOP, Tbilisi)
T.Djobava (HEPI, TSU)
A.Gongadze (JINR/IOP)
G.Glonti (JINR/HEPI TSU)
N.Grigalashvili (JINR/HEPI TSU)
V. Kartvelishvili (Lancaster University, UK/HEPI TSU)
G.Khoriauli (Bohn University/ TSU)
J.Khubua (JINR/HEPI TSU)
I.Manjavidze (JINR/IOP)
I.Minashvili (JINR/HEPI TSU)
M.Mosidze (HEPI TSU)
G. Sekhniaidze (Napoli University/IOP)
N.Shubitidze (JINR/IOP)
E.Tskhadadze (JINR/IOP)
V.Tsulaia (University of Pittsburg/IOP)



IHEPI TSU 

Tile Calorimeter
Dubna – Tbilisi

-Test beam and offline 
analysis
-Transition-Radiation 
Tracker
(TRT)-Drift tubes 

production and 
tests for BOS 
chambers
-BMS station 
preparation for 
installation in the 
Barrel
-Muon chamber 
test in the Barrel

-ATLAS 
CALORIMETER
Hadronic 
Calibration
-Jet/ET (missed) 
reconstruction
-Tile Calorimeter 
Cells  e/   
calibration 
-DAQ software
-Tile Calorimeter 
simulation in 
GEANT 4
-Data Control 
System   
of TileCal (DCS)  

Simulation of Physics processes
-Rare top-quark decays ( tZc, t Hq)
-Anomalous many particle production

-SUSY-like signal from two gluinos gg→ğğ
Dubna - Tbilisi

E.Andronikashvili
Institute of Physics

Muon Detector
Dubna – Tbilisi



The Hadronic barrel Tile Calorimeter :
iron – absorber and scintillating tiles - the active
material. The tiles are placed radially and
staggered in depth. The structure is periodic along
z . The tiles are 3 mm thick and the total thickness
of the iron plates in one period is 14 mm. Two
sides of the scintillating tiles are read out by
wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers into two separate
photomultipliers (PMT’s).

The Tile Calorimeter is composed of one central
barrel (6 m long, weighting 1350 t) and two
extended barrels (each being 3 m long and
weighting 700 t). Radially the tile calorimeter
extends from an inner radius of 2.28 m to an outer
radius of 4.25 m. It is longitudinally segmented in
three layers, approximately 1.4, 4.0 and 1.8
interaction lengths thick at η=0. Azimuthally, the
barrel and extended barrels are divided into 64
modules. The calorimeter is placed behind the
Electromagnetic calorimeter (≈ 1.2 λ) and the
solenoid coil. The barrels cylinder covers the
region | η | < 1.0.

The 64 modules of the central barrel have been
designed and constructed at Laboratory of
Nuclear Problems of JINR and then transported to
CERN

Hadronic Tile Calorimeter of ATLAS Detector

EBC
LBC



Hadronic Tile Calorimeter of 
ATLAS Detector



Scientists from HEPI TSU were and are heavily
involved in all phases of the Tile Calorimeter,
from its design, prototype tests, construction,
installation, calibration, commissioning,
development and implementation of the Tile
Calorimeter Detector Control System (DCS),
operation to the physics performance

Hadronic Tile Calorimeter of ATLAS Detector

J.Khubua I.Minashvili

G.Arabidze

Front-end electronics  Drawers  SD



Tile Calorimeter Test Beam Data Analysis

Test beams (a 15-year activity culminating
with a combined test beam in 2004) to
understand and calibrate Tile Calorimeter and
validate/tune software tools (e.g. Geant4
simulation).
As a result a full slice of the ATLAS detector

has been tested with beams of different
particles (pions, electrons, protons, muons and
photons) at different incident angles and
energies, ranging from 1 GeV up to 350 GeV.
This test provided to exploit the full power of
the ATLAS detector for detailed particle
identification and measurement and to
understand better the detector performance in
a realistic combined data taking.
A performance of the combined setup to

electrons, pions and muons responses has
been studied. G. Arabidze, T. Djobava, J.
Khubua, G.Khoriauli,I. Minashvili, M. Mosidze
and G. Mchedlidze with the colleagues from
ATLAS collaboration carried out these
researches.

T. Djobava

M. Mosidze G.Mchedlidze



Tile Calorimeter Test Beam Data Analysis

2004 test beam setup

P.Adranga, C.Alexa, T.Djobava, A.Henrique, J.Khubua, G. Mchedlidze, I.Minashvili, 
M.Mosidze et al.
Study of the response of the ATLAS central calorimeter to pions of energies from 3 
to 9 GeV
Nucl. Instrum. & Meth. A 607, 372-386 (2009)
P.Adranga, C.Alexa, T.Djobava, A.Henrique, J.Khubua, I.Minashvili, M.Mosidze et al.
Testbeam Studies of Production Modules of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter. 
Nucl. Instrum. & Meth. A 606, 362-394 (2009)



Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) top quark decays as 
a window to physics beyond the  Standard Model

The decays (FCNC) t →Zq , t →Hq (q=u,c) are
strongly suppressed (loop suppression,
heaviness of gauge bosons) in SM:

The SM predictes : Br( t → Zq) ~ 1.3×10 - 13

The recent theoretical estimations (The
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model,
(MSSM), Two Higgs Model (2HDM II) and
Technicolor (TC2) Models ):

Br(t → Zq) ~ 10-6 - 10-4

Observation of significantly larger B.r’s will be 
a clear signal of new physics (new dynamical 
interactions of top quark, multi-Higgs doublets, 
exotic fermions or other possibilities).

The Georgian ATLAS team has been working on 
this physics since many years  :

Eur. Phys. J. C 52 (2007) 999-1019

L.Chikovani

T. Djobava



Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) top quark decays 
as a window to physics beyond the  Standard Model

Although FCNC decays of top quarks have been studied at colliders, the amount 
of data collected up to now is not comparable with the statistics expected at the 
LHC. LHC will be a” top factory”

Present experimental limits on the branching ratios of the FCNC top quark 
decays channels

Strong Interaction → tt ̄ Tevatron LEP2 HERA

Br(tqg) 0.1- 1 % 17% 17%
Br(tqγ) 3.2 % 2.4 % 2.4%
Br(tqZ) 3.7 % 7.8 %

(ALEPH)

13.7 %
(OPAL)

7.8%

No evidence of New Physics on the 
1 fb-1 CDF Top Quark samples

LHC                          Tevatron (2TeV) 
σ ~833 pb                 σ ~7 pb
10% qq ̄, 90% gg       85% qq ̄, 15% gg



TOP Quark FCNC Decays
tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u) 

We present a study  of  the sensitivity of the  ATLAS experiment to the branching ratio of 
the top-quark rare decay mode t  Zq  llq in the channel of tt- pair production  at √s= 10 
TeV (for  mtop =  172.5 GeV) and 14 TeV (mtop = 175 GeV).

The samples of the signal and backgrounds events ( ttˉ, W+jets, Wbbˉ, Wccˉ , ,Z+jets,
diboson ( WW, ZW,ZZ), single top quark production) produced within the framework of the
different versions of ATLAS software Athena 12, 14, 15 and obtained by full simulation steps
(generation, simulation, digitization, reconstruction, Analysis Object Data (AOD) creation)
have been used for the analyses. Signal events have been generated by TopRex 4.28
generator .

We have considered final topology of tt- pair production as the pure
leptonic decay of gauge bosons:

tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u)

The CTEQ6L parton distribution function was used in the analyses.
Initial and final state QED and QCD radiation (ISR+FSR), multiple
interactions and hadronization were taken into account in the event
generation.

In ATLAS detector, it will be possible to identify b-jets with | η | < 2.5 by
using b-tagging tools. The algorithm was simulated by setting a b-tagging
efficiency to 60%.



TOP Quark FCNC Decays
tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u) 

The cut-based and likelihood-based analyses have been carried out in order to estimate the
branching ratio(BR) sensitivity for t → Zq decay. The set of selection cuts have been applied
in sequence in cut-based analysis for the signal and backgrounds:

The preselection cut requred the presence of at least three isolated,
charged leptons (electrons and muons), one light jet (from u, c quarks)
and one b-tagged jet (from b quark)

pl
T > 20 GeV/c;

pT
miss. > 30 GeV/c,

is effective at further reducing the Z+jets background while having little impact on the
signal and other background sources;

at least two jets with pT
jet > 40 GeV/c, |ηjet | < 2.5;

effectively suppresses the WZ background.

|mll - mz| < 6 GeV/c2 (same-flavour pair of isolated leptons)
is a powerful cut against the tt- background.

mt (llj) ± 24 GeV/c2

mt (lvb) ± 24 GeV/c2

The final signal efficiency is 6.73% after applying the above mentioned cuts in sequence
for the signal and backgrounds



TOP Quark FCNC Decays
tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u) 

Reconstructed invariant mass of t →Zq →llj for the best
combinations of llj for mtop = 172.5 GeV/c2 at √s=10 TeV.
The top quark mass resolution is σ(mllj) = 11 GeV/c2.
Accepted combinations were required to lie within ± 24
GeV/c2 (~ 2σ ) around the known top quark mass.



TOP Quark FCNC Decays
tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u) 

Expected top quark FCNC decay branching ratios sensitivities of the ATLAS  
experiment were estimated for the cut-based analysis:
Branching ratio sensitivities

(assuming a 5σ signal significance for discovery) 
where σ(tt ̄SM) =833 pb,  at √s= 14 TeV for mtop =  175.0  GeV/c2 , 
σ (ttSM)=401.60 pb is the NLO+NNLL calculation at √ s = 10 TeV for mtop =  
172.5  GeV/c2 respectively. B is the total number of selected background 
events, εt  is the signal efficiency convoluted with the appropriate branching 
ratios and εl=0.9n  is the charged lepton identification efficiency. The factor 2 
takes into account the t and t ̄ˉcontributions to BR.



TOP Quark FCNC Decays
tt-  ZqWb  l+l- j, l± νb , (l=e, μ ; q=c,u) 

The Branching ratio  sensitivity in the 5σ discovery 
hypothesis at √s=10 TeV and Expected 95% CL on 
Branching in the absence  of signal hypothesis at √s=10 and 
14 TeV

channel type Energy
(cms)

BR(L=1 fb-1 ) BR(L=10 fb-1

)
Likelihood-
based
(95% CL)

√s =14 (TeV) 2.8 x 10-3 ─

t → Zq→llq Cut-based
(5σ hyp.)

√s=10 (TeV) 1.1 x 10-2 3.6 x 10-3

Cut-based
(95% CL) √s=10 (TeV) 3.11x10-3 2.57 x 10-4



FCNC top decays as
a window to physics
beyond the 
Standard Model



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena in
High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

The most impressive results of high-energy heavy 
ion research so far are the collective phenomena 
discovered in these reactions. Collective processes 
are well established both experimentally and 
theoretically, such as different collective flow  
patterns. A collective flow is a motion characterized 
by space-momentum correlations of dynamic origin.

Two different signatures of the collective flow have 
been predicted:

a)  the bounce-off of compressed matter in the 
reaction plane (a sidewards deflection of the 
spectator fragments – “bounce-off”, as well as the 
directed flow of nucleons from the overlap region 
between the colliding nuclei in the reaction plane ), 
called the sideward (also often termed directed) flow;

b)  the squeeze-out of the participant matter out of 
the reaction plane – the elliptic flow.

The reaction plane is the plane defined by the 
impact parameter b and the beam direction.

A strong dependence of these collective effects to 
the nuclear equation of state (EOS) is predicted.

Nuclear collective (the directed and elliptic) flow has 
already been observed for protons, light nuclei, pions
, K mesons and Λ hyperons emitted in nucleus-
nucleus collisions at enegies 0.2 ÷ 200 GeV/c/n at 
Bevalac, GSI-SIS, Dubna, AGS and CERN/SPS



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena
In High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

Many different methods were proposed for the study of flow effects in relativistic 
nuclear collisions, of which the most commonly used is the method  of directivity 
– the transverse momentum analysis technique developed by P.Danielewicz and 
G. Odyniec. They have proposed to present the collective effects as the 
distribution of average transverse momentum projected onto the reaction plane, 
as a function of rapidity. Transverse momentum is selected to avoid any possible 
effects due to nuclear transparency and corona effects that would be manifested 
primarily in the longitudinal momentum.

The method of P.Danielewicz and G. Odyniec involves two basic ideas:
1)  to select the rapidity range and rapidtity dependent waiting factors in the 

center-of-mass system, which provide the reaction plane closest to the real 
reaction plane and

2) to remove trivial and spurious self-correlations from the projections.
The determination of the reaction plane is crucial in an experiment and it is 
possible only if the multiplicity, M, of the emitted particles is large and the major 
part of these particles is detected



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

The transverse momentum technique
was used to analyze charged particle
exclusive data in the central He-C,C-C,
C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta interactions at
energies of 3.4 ÷ 3.7 GeV per nucleon
obtained by SKM-GIBS and Propane
Bubble chamber Collaborations of JINR.

L. Chkhaidze, P. Danielewicz, T.Djobava, 
E.Kladnitskaya, L.Kharkhelauri
Nucl.Phys. A794, p.115, 2007;

L. Chkhaidze, P. Danielewicz, T.Djobava, 
E.Kladnitskaya, L.Kharkhelauri
Nucl. Phys. A 831, p. 22, 2009



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

Taking into account that the definition of the impact parameter b experimentally
is not possible, in the transverse momentum analysis method of Danielewicz
and Odyniec the vector b is replaced by the vector Q.

The reaction plane vector Q in each individual event is defined by the
transverse vector:

Q j = ∑n
i=1 ω i PTi (1)

where i is a detected particle index and ω i is a weight. In eq. (1) the vector Q is
summing over all protons. ω i=1 for y i > yC + δ, ω i= -1 for y i < yC - δ, and
ω i=0 y C-δ < y i < y C+δ. The y C is equal to the value of the overall c.m. system.
For He-C and C-C interactions we take δ =0.2, for C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta
interactions was token δ =0.4. These values of δ remove particles from mid
rapidity. For the analysis of C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta interactions the events with the
number of participant protons N part ≤ 6 and for He-C and C-C collisions
respectively N part ≤ 3 and N part ≤ 4 has been chosen. The analysis of He-C and C-
C interactions have been performed in the c.m.system, while C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta
have been analyzed in lab. system.

To remove the autocorrelations, Danielewicz and Odyniec supposed to project
each particle’s transverse momentum PTi to a reaction plane
determined by all other particles:

Q j = ∑ n
i≠j ωi PTi (2)



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

The transverse momentum of each particle, (namely, of protons) in the
estimated reaction plane is calculated as:

P Xj´ = ∑ n
i≠j ωi · (PTi · PT j ) / | Q |

The dependence of the mean transverse momentum in the reaction
plane < P X ´ (Y) > on the rapidity Y is constructed. The average transverse
momentum < P X ´ (Y) > is obtained by averaging over all events in the
corresponding intervals of rapidity.

The estimated reaction plane differs from the true one, due to the finite number of
particles in each event. The component pX in the true reaction plane is
systematically larger than the component < P X ´ > in the estimated plane:

< P X > = < P X ´ > / <cos Φ>
where Φ is the angle between the estimated and true planes. The correction
factor k corr = 1 / < cos Φ > is the subject of a large uncertainty, especially for
low multiplicity. Danielewicz proposed the method for the definition of the
correction factor. The k corr have been estimated according to:

<cos Φ > ≈ <wPX´ > [<n2 – n> / <Q 2 –∑ (w iPTi )2 >] 1/2

where n is the number of particles in events.
From the mean transverse momentum distributions one can extract the
transverse flow F, i.e., the slope of the momentum distribution at midrapidity
(in the intersection point y=0):

F=d<Px >/dY



Experimental Study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions



Experimental study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions



Experimental study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

The azimuthal angular distributions (φ) of  protons in He-C, C-C, C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta collisions and Λ
hyperons  in C-C  have been studied. The analysis have been performed for He-C and C-C collisions in 
c.m. system and for C-Ne, C-Cu and C-Ta collisions in lab. system.  The angle φ is the angle of the 
transverse momentum of each particle in an  event with respect to the reaction plane (cos φ =pX / pT). 

To treat the data in a quantitative way the azimuthal distributions were fitted by a polinomial:
dN/d φ = a0 (1 + a1 cos φ + a 2 cos 2φ)

The anisotropy factor a2 is negative for out-of-plane enhancement (squeeze-out) and is the measure  of 
the strength of the anisotropic emission.

The azimuthal angular distributions show maxima at φ =90 0 and  φ =270 0 with respect to the event 
plane. These maxima of the distributions  are associated with preferential particle  emission  
perpendicular to the reaction plane (squeeze-out) .  Thus a clear signature of an out-of-plane signal  
(elliptic flow) is evidenced. 

In experiments E895, E877, at AGS and NA49 at CERN SPS the elliptic flow is typically studied at 
midrapidity and is quantified in terms of the second Fourier coefficient

v 2 = < cos2φ > 
The Fourier coefficient v v 22 is related to a a 22 via

v 2 = a 2 /2
For all  analyzed pairs of nuclei v 2 has been estimated. 

The excitation function v 2 changes the sign from negative to positive  elliptic flow within the region of 
2.0  ≤ E beam ≤ 8.0 GeV/nucleon  i.e. shows the transition from out of plane  enhancement to preferential in-
plane emission and point to apparent  transition energy
E tr ~  4 GeV/nucleon.



Experimental study of Collective Flow Phenomena 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions



Heavy Ion Physics at HEPI TSU  

Multiparticle production processes in (p,d, He,C)+Ta, Ft+C, Mg+C collisions at 
energy of 4.3 GeV/nucleon  (JINR Propane Bubble chamber collaboration data ) is 
studied using Cluster-Cascading and Gluon Dominance Models (L. Abesalashvili, 
L. Akhobadze).

Physics of Atomic Nuclei, v 72, p.97, 2009

The influence of nuclear matter on the properties of the secondary particles is 
studied (Yu. Tevzadze, V. Garsevanishvili and L. Akhobadze).

Talk at 5-th International Conference “ Physics at the  Future Colliders”, 12-16  
October, 2010, Tbilisi, Georgia



Thank You   !
gmadlobT!



Back -up



tt ̄ → Zq,Wb → llj, lνb
Likelihood-based  Analysis ( leptonic mode )

Following the final selection, a probabilistic type of analysis was 
applied:
Signal   ( Ρi signal )  and  background-like ( Ρi back. )  probabilities
were computed  using Probability Density Functions ( p.d.f. ) 
constructed from relevant physical variables. The signal Ls=Πi=1 n 
Ρi signal and background LΒ= Πi=1 n Ρi back likelihoods (n is the 
number of p.d.f.)  were used to built  the discriminant variable, 
defined as LR= Ls / LΒ .

For the t→Zq channel the p.d.f. were based on the 
following  physical distributions :

minimum invariant mass mll of the three possible combinations
of two leptons (only the three leading leptons were considered);
transverse momentum of the third lepton pl3

T

the l+l-j invariant mass  and
transverse momentum of  the most energetic non-b jet pjet

TLast   cut :
● LR > 5.62



Combined preliminary result from CDF + D0 



Unification of Forces
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The read-out electronics, trigger, DAQ and detector
control systems have been brought into operation 
gradually over the past years, along with the detector 
commissioning with cosmics

(Examples from ATLAS)

Example of LAr calorimeter read-out electronics

In total about 300 racks with electronics in the 
underground counting rooms Example of Level-1 Trigger electronics



Strategy toward physics

Before data taking starts:
 Strict quality controls of detector construction to meet physics 
requirements
 Test beams (a 15-year activity culminating with a combined test beam in 
2004) 
to understand and calibrate (part of) detector and validate/tune software 

tools
(e.g. Geant4 simulation)
 Detailed simulations of realistic detector “as built and as installed” 
(including misalignments, material non-uniformities, dead channels, etc.) 
 test and validate calibration/alignment strategies
 Experiment commissioning with cosmics in the underground cavern

With the first data:
 Commission/calibrate detector/trigger in situ with physics (min.bias, 
Zll, …)
 “Rediscover” Standard Model, measure it at s = 10 TeV 

(minimum bias, W, Z, tt, QCD jets, …)
 Validate and tune tools (e.g. MC generators) 
 Measure main backgrounds to New Physics (W/Z+jets, tt+jets, QCD-
jets,…)

Prepare the road to discoveries …



The first “Higgs” events 
observed jointly in CMS 
and ATLAS … (April 
2008)






